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THE HOROFUNCTION BOUNDARY OF THE HILBERT
GEOMETRY
CORMAC WALSH
Abstrat. We investigate the horofuntion boundary of the Hilbert geome-
try dened on an arbitrary nite-dimensional bounded onvex domain D. We
determine its set of Busemann points, whih are those points that are the
limits of almost-geodesis. In addition, we show that any sequene of points
onverging to a point in the horofuntion boundary also onverges in the usual
sense to a point in the Eulidean boundary of D. We prove that all horofun-
tions are Busemann points if and only if the set of extreme sets of the polar
of D is losed in the PainlevéKuratowski topology.
1. Introdution
There has reently been growing interest in a ertain metri spae boundary,
whih we all here the horofuntion boundary. To dene this boundary for a metri
spae (X, d), one assigns to eah point z ∈ X the funtion φz : X → R,
φz(x) := d(x, z)− d(b, z),
where b is some basepoint. If X is proper, then the map φ : X → C(X), z 7→ φz
denes an embedding of X into C(X), the spae of ontinuous real-valued funtions
on X endowed with the topology of uniform onvergene on ompat sets. The
horofuntion boundary is dened to be X(∞) := cl{φz | z ∈ X}\{φz | z ∈ X}, and
its elements are alled horofuntions.
This onstrution appears to be due to Gromov [13℄. Rieel has an alternative
onstrution based on C∗-algebras [19℄. He alls it the metri boundary.
Of partiular interest are those horofuntions that are the limits of almost-
geodesis. An almost-geodesi as dened by Rieel [19℄ is a map γ from an un-
bounded set T ⊂ R+ ontaining 0 to X , suh that for any ǫ > 0,
|d(γ(t), γ(s)) + d(γ(s), γ(0))− t| < ǫ
for all t ∈ T and s ∈ T large enough with t ≥ s. Rieel alls the limits of suh
paths Busemann points.
The horofuntion boundary is an additive version of the Martin boundary ap-
pearing in probabilisti potential theory. In [1℄, this analogy was developed using
max-plus (tropial) algebra. The set of Busemann points was seen to be an analogue
of the minimal Martin boundary.
There are few examples of metri spaes where the horofuntion boundary or
Busemann points are expliitly known. The rst ases to be investigated were
those of Hadamard manifolds [4℄ and Hadamard spaes [3℄, where the horofuntion
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boundary turns out to be homeomorphi to the ray boundary and all horofun-
tions are Busemann points. The ase of nite-dimensional normed spaes has also
reeived attention. Andreev [2℄ found a onnetion with ag-direted sequenes
and Karlsson et. al. [16℄ determine the horofuntion boundary when the norm is
polyhedral. A paper by the present author [23℄ determines the set of Busemann
points of general nite-dimensional normed spaes. Other examples of metri spaes
where the horofuntion boundary has been studied inlude the Cayley graphs of
nitely-generated abelian groups, studied by Develin [10℄, and Finsler pmetris
on GL(n,C)/Un, where expliit expressions for the horofuntions were found by
Friedland and Freitas [11, 12℄. Webster and Winhester have some general results
on when all horofuntions are Busemann points [26℄, [25℄.
In this paper we investigate the horofuntion boundary of the Hilbert geometry.
Let x and y be distint points in a bounded open onvex subset D of RN , with
N ≥ 1. Dene w and z to be the points in the Eulidean boundary of D suh that
w, x, y, and z are ollinear and arranged in this order along the line in whih they
lie. The Hilbert distane between x and y is dened to be the logarithm of the
ross ratio of these four points:
Hil(x, y) := log
|zx| |wy|
|zy| |wx|
.
If D is the open unit disk, then the Hilbert metri is exatly the Klein model of the
hyperboli plane.
As pointed out by Busemann [7, p.105℄, the Hilbert geometry is related to hy-
perboli geometry in muh the same way that normed spae geometry is related
to Eulidean geometry. It is not surprising therefore that there will be similarities
between the results here and those obtained in [23℄ for normed spaes.
To state our main results it will be onvenient to reall an alternative denition
of the Hilbert metri. Let C be an open one in RN+1, whih we take to mean a
non-empty subset of that spae that is open, onvex, invariant under multipliation
by positive salars, and does not ontain the origin. Assoiated to C is a relation
≤C on R
N+1
dened so that x ≤C y if and only if y − x ∈ clC. If C does not
ontain any lines, then this relation is a partial order. In general it may fail to be
antisymmetri.
For eah x ∈ C and y ∈ RN+1, dene
FunkC(y, x) := log inf{λ > 0 | y ≤C λx}. (1)
Then Hilbert's projetive metri on the one is dened to be
HilC(x, y) := FunkC(x, y) + FunkC(y, x), for all x and y in C. (2)
If C ontains no lines, then HilC is a metri on the spae of rays of the one. For
further details, see the monograph of Nussbaum [17℄. Other referenes for Hilbert's
metri on a one inlude [9℄, [14℄, and [18℄.
One an reover Hilbert's original denition, in the ase when C ontains no lines,
by taking D to be a ross setion of C, that is letting D := {x ∈ C : ψ(x) = 1},
where ψ : RN+1 → R is some linear funtional that is positive with respet to the
partial ordering assoiated to C. On D, whih is a bounded onvex open set, the
two denitions agree.
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Restrited to D ×D, the funtion FunkC an be written as
FunkC(x, y) := log
|zx|
|zy|
, for all x and y in D. (3)
Indeed, this is its usual denition. Under this restrition, FunkC satises the usual
metri spae axioms, apart from that of symmetry. On C, it satises the triangle
inequality but an take negative values.
The expression of the Hilbert metri as the symmetrisation of the Funk metri
will play a ruial role in what follows. It will turn out that every Hilbert horo-
funtion is the sum of a horofuntion in the Funk geometry and a horofuntion in
the reverse Funk geometry, where the metri in the latter is given by
RFunkC(x, y) := FunkC(y, x).
This will allow us to simplify the problem by investigating separately the horofun-
tion boundaries of these two geometries and then ombining the results. Determin-
ing the boundary of the Funk geometry turns out to be very similar to determining
that of a normed spae, whih was done in [23℄.
We introdue a slight modiation of the usual denition of tangent one, one
more suited to dealing with open ones. For any one T and point x in its Eulidean
boundary ∂T , dene the open tangent one to T at x by
τ(T, x) := {λ(y − x) | λ > 0 and y ∈ T}.
Next, dene the map between sets of ones that orresponds to taking all open
tangent ones of all members of the set:
Γ(T) := {τ(T, x) | T ∈ T and x ∈ ∂T}, for any set of ones T.
Now iterate this map on any one T to get
T (T ) :=
∞⋃
k=1
Γk({T }).
Note that T ∈ T (T ). For any open one T and point p in T , denote by fT,p the
funtion from T to R dened by
fT,p(x) := FunkT (x, p) − FunkT (b, p),
where b ∈ T is a basepoint. Also dene, for eah p ∈ ∂T , the funtion rT,p from T
to R by
rT,p(x) := RFunkT (x, p)− RFunkT (b, p).
Note that in both ases the dependene on p is only through the ray on whih p
lies.
We use the notation f |S to denote the restrition of a funtion f to a subset S
of its domain.
Now we an state our main results.
Theorem 1.1. The set of Busemann points of the Hilbert geometry on a nite-
dimensional open one C ontaining no lines is
{rC,z + fT,p|C | z ∈ ∂C\{0}, T ∈ T (τ(C, z)), and p ∈ T }.
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Although the expression in (2) for the Hilbert metri is symmetri in Funk and
RFunk, the desription of the horofuntions and Busemann points is not. This
is beause of the very dierent nature of the boundaries of these two geometries.
Some examples of horofuntions are given in setion 5.
We use the theorem above to haraterise those Hilbert geometries for whih all
horofuntions are Busemann points. Reall that a onvex subset E of a onvex
set D is said to be an extreme set if the endpoints of any line segment in D are
ontained in E whenever any interior point of the line segment is.
Theorem 1.2. Let D be a bounded onvex open subset of RN ontaining the origin.
Every horofuntion of the Hilbert geometry on D is a Busemann point if and only
if the set of extreme sets of the polar of D is losed in the PainlevéKuratowski
topology.
It had previously been shown [16℄ that all horofuntions of the Hilbert geometry
on a polytope are Busemann points.
In setion 5, we give examples of domains satisfying and not satisfying the on-
dition of Theorem 1.2.
Our nal theorem generalises one of [15℄, where the result was proved in the ase
when the sequene is a geodesi.
Theorem 1.3. Let D be a bounded onvex open subset of RN . If a sequene in D
onverges to a point in the horofuntion boundary of the Hilbert geometry, then the
sequene onverges in the usual sense to a point in the Eulidean boundary ∂D.
So there is a ontinuous surjetion from the horofuntion ompatiation to the
Eulidean (usual) ompatiation that maps every point in D to itself. This is
reminisent of the ontinuous surjetion from the horoboundary of a δ-hyperboli
spae to its Gromov boundary [8, 24, 21℄.
2. Boundary of the reverse-Funk geometry
We start o by investigating the horofuntions and Busemann points of the
reverse Funk geometry.
A little are is needed here beause RFunkT is not a metri and so does not give
rise to a topology. For this reason, we use the topology of pointwise onvergene
instead of that of uniform onvergene on ompat sets in the denition of the
horofuntion boundary of RFunkT .
We will also nd it onvenient to use in the remainder of the paper a slightly
dierent denition of almostgeodesi, one adapted from [1℄. Given on some spae
X a funtion d : X ×X → R satisfying the triangle inequality, we say that a path
(xl)l∈N is an almostgeodesi if, for some ǫ > 0,
d(x0, x1) + · · ·+ d(xl−1, xl) ≤ d(x0, xl) + ǫ, for all l ≥ 1. (4)
We refer to ǫ as the parameter of the almost-geodesi.
We now dene a Busemann point to be a pointwise limit of d(·, xl) − d(b, xl)
along an almostgeodesi that an not be written as d(·, p)− d(b, p) for any p ∈ X .
It was shown in [1℄ that if d(·, ·) is a metri, then this denition of Busemann point
oinides with the one of Rieel disussed earlier.
We work in a nite-dimensional real vetor spae V and denote its dual by V ∗.
Reall that the dual one T ∗ of a one T is the set
{z ∈ V ∗ | 〈z|x〉 ≥ 0 for all x ∈ T}.
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For any open one T , we use the notation [0]T to denote the set {x ∈ V |
x ≤T 0 and 0 ≤T x}. If T ontains no lines, then [0]T = {0}. For any open one
T , dene
MT (y/x) := inf{λ > 0 | y ≤T λx}, for eah y ∈ V and x ∈ T . (5)
We extend the denition of RFunk slightly by taking RFunkT (x, y) := logMT (y/x)
for all x ∈ T and y ∈ V .
We say that a sequene of points (xn)n∈N in T onverges in the reverse Funk
sense to a funtion f : T → R if RFunkT (·, xn)−RFunkT (b, xn) onverges pointwise
to f on T . When we say that (xn)n∈N onverges in the usual sense, we mean with
respet to the usual topology on V .
Lemma 2.1. Let T ⊂ V be an open one. Then
MT (y/x) = sup
z∈T∗
〈z|y〉
〈z|x〉
, for all y ∈ V and x ∈ T .
Proof. We have that λx − y ∈ clT if and only if λ〈z|x〉 − 〈z|y〉 ≥ 0 for all z ∈ T ∗.
The onlusion follows. 
Lemma 2.2. Let T ⊂ V be an open one. The funtion MT (·/·) is jointly ontin-
uous in its two entries.
Proof. Sine T has non-empty interior, T ∗ ontains no lines, and so we an nd
a ompat ross setion D of T ∗. The expression 〈z|y〉/〈z|x〉 remains unhanged
when z is multiplied by a salar and so, by Lemma 2.1, we have
MT (y/x) = sup
z∈D
〈z|y〉
〈z|x〉
, for all y ∈ V and x ∈ T .
As a supremum of a set of ontinuous funtions, MT is lowersemiontinuous.
Now let (xn)n∈N be a sequene in T onverging to a point x ∈ T and let (yn)n∈N
be a sequene in V onverging to y ∈ V . Sine the supremum is over a ompat set,
there is, for eah n ∈ N, a point zn ∈ D suh that MT (yn/xn) = 〈zn|yn〉/〈zn|xn〉.
By taking a subsequene if neessary, we may assume that MT (yn/xn) onverges to
its limit supremum and furthermore, sine D is ompat, that the sequene (zn)n∈N
onverges to some z ∈ D. So, the limit supremum of MT (yn/xn) is the limit of
〈zn|yn〉/〈zn|xn〉, whih is 〈z|y〉/〈z|x〉. However this is obviously no greater than
MT (y/x). We have thus proved that MT is uppersemiontinuous. 
Lemma 2.3. Let T ⊂ V be an open one and let p ∈ ∂T \[0]T . Let z be in T and
dene yλ := (1 − λ)p+ λz for all λ ∈ (0, 1). Then
lim
λ→0
rT,p(yλ) = −RFunkT (b, p).
Proof. Let B := sup{β ∈ R | βp ≤T z − p}. Observe that B < ∞ sine otherwise
p ≤T z/(β + 1) for arbitrarily large β, and this would imply that p ≤T 0, ontra-
diting our assumption on p. Also, 0 ≤T z, and so B ≥ −1. So B is nite. We
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have
MT (p/yλ) = inf{α > 0 | p ≤T α((1 − λ)p+ λz)}
= inf{α > 0 |
( 1
α
− 1
)
p ≤T λ(z − p)}
= (sup{β > −1 | βp ≤T λ(z − p)}+ 1)
−1
= (λ sup{γ > −1/λ | γp ≤T z − p}+ 1)
−1.
As λ tends to zero, the supremum in the last line onverges to B, and so MT (p/yλ)
onverges to 1. Therefore, RFunkT (yλ, p) onverges to zero. The onlusion follows.

Lemma 2.4. Let T ⊂ V be an open one. If a sequene in T onverges in the
usual sense to a point x in ∂T \[0]T , then it onverges in the reverse Funk sense to
rT,x.
Proof. Let (xn)n∈N be a sequene in T onverging to x. Sine MT is ontinuous
by Lemma 2.2, RFunkT (y, ·) is ontinuous for eah y ∈ T . So RFunkT (y, xn) −
RFunkT (b, xn) onverges to RFunkT (y, x) − RFunkT (b, x) = rT,x(y) for eah y ∈
T . 
Proposition 2.5. Let C ⊂ V be an open one ontaining no lines. The set of
horofuntions in the reverse Funk geometry on C is Brev := {rC,x | x ∈ ∂C\{0}}.
All these horofuntions are Busemann points of the reverse Funk geometry. A
sequene in a ross setion of C onverges in the reverse Funk sense to rC,x ∈ B
rev
if and only if it onverges in the usual sense to a positive multiple of x.
Proof. Let (xn)n∈N be a sequene in C onverging in the reverse Funk sense to a
horofuntion f . We may assume that (xn)n∈N is ontained in some ross setion
D of the one having ompat losure and ontaining the base point b. So (xn)n∈N
has a limit point x ∈ clD in the usual topology. The point x annot be in D for
otherwise f would not be a horofuntion. So x ∈ ∂D and, by Lemma 2.4, f = rC,x.
It is well known [20, p.59℄ that line segments are geodesis in the Funk geometry,
and hene also in the reverse Funk geometry. Sine every point in ∂D is the
endpoint of a line segment ontained in D, every horofuntion in Brev is the limit
of a geodesi and therefore a Busemann point.
Now, let x and y be distint points of ∂D. For eah λ ∈ (0, 1), let xλ :=
(1− λ)x+ λb and yλ := (1− λ)y + λb. We alulate that
lim
λ→0
rC,y(xλ) = log
|wy|
|wx|
− RFunkC(b, y),
where w is the point in the intersetion of the line xy with ∂D the farthest from y
on the same side of y as x. Similarly,
lim
λ→0
rC,x(yλ) = log
|zx|
|zy|
− RFunkC(b, x),
where z is the point in the intersetion of the line xy with ∂D the farthest from x on
the same side of x as y. Also, by Lemma 2.3, limλ→0 rC,x(xλ) = −RFunkC(b, x),
and a similar formula holds with y instead of x. Sine both RFunkC(b, x) and
RFunkC(b, y) are nite, we dedue that
lim
λ→0
(rC,y(xλ)− rC,x(xλ) + rC,x(yλ)− rC,y(yλ)) = log
|wy||zx|
|wx||zy|
.
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Sine x and y are dierent, the right hand side is stritly positive, whih implies
that rC,x and rC,y are dierent sine otherwise the left hand side would be zero.
Let (zn)n∈N be any sequene in D and let X be the set of its limit points in the
usual topology on V . The set of its limit points in the reverse Funk geometry will
then be {rC,x | x ∈ X} by Lemma 2.4. From what we have just proved, this set
will ontain a single point if and only if X does. Thus, (zn)n∈N onverges in the
reverse Funk sense if and only if it onverges in the usual sense. 
3. Boundary of the Funk geometry
To determine the Busemann points of the Funk geometry, it will be important
to investigate the relationship between the Funk geometry on a one and that on
its tangent ones.
For the same reason as in the ase of the reverse Funk geometry, we dene the
horofuntions of the Funk geometry using pointwise onvergene and dene almost
geodesis as in (4). We say that a sequene (xn)n∈N in an open one T onverges
to f in the Funk sense if FunkT (·, xn)− FunkT (b, xn) onverges pointwise to f . A
Busemann point is the limit of an almostgeodesi in the Funk sense not of the
form FunkT (·, p)− FunkT (b, p) for some p ∈ T .
For eah open one T ⊂ V and x ∈ ∂T \[0]T , let AT (x) denote the set of Funk-
geometry horofuntions that may be attained as a limit in the Funk sense of a
sequene onverging to x in the usual sense.
Lemma 3.1. Let T be an open one in V and let z be in [0]T . Then
FunkT ((1 − α)z + αx, y) = logα+ FunkT (x, y) and
FunkT (x, (1 − α)z + αy) = − logα+ FunkT (x, y),
for all x, y ∈ T and α > 0.
Proof. Observe that (1 − α)z + αx ≤T λy is equivalent to αx ≤T λy, whih in
turn is equivalent to x ≤T λy/α. The rst formula now follows on applying the
denition of the Funk metri in (1). The proof of the seond formula is similar. 
Lemma 3.2. Let T be an open one in V . Then, AT (x) is losed for eah x ∈
∂T \[0]T .
Proof. Let (gn)n∈N be a sequene in AT (x) onverging pointwise to a Funk geometry
horofuntion g. For eah n ∈ N, let (xni )i∈N be a sequene of points in T onverging
in the usual sense to x and in the Funk sense to gn. Also, let (Ui)i∈N be some
dereasing basis of open neighbourhoods of g in the horofuntion ompatiation
of the Funk geometry, and (Vi)i∈N be some dereasing basis of open neighbourhoods
of x in the usual topology. For eah i ∈ N, hoose ni ∈ N large enough that
gni ∈ Ui. Having done this, we may hoose mi large enough that x
ni
mi
is in Vi and
FunkT (·, x
ni
mi
) − FunkT (b, x
ni
mi
) is in Ui. So (x
ni
mi
)i∈N onverges to x in the usual
sense and to g in the Funk sense. Hene, g ∈ AT (x). 
For any open one T in V , dene
KT := {fT,p | p ∈ T } and
BT := {f ∈ (clKT )\KT | f is a Busemann point of FunkT }.
We use the notation f |X to denote the restrition of a funtion f to a set X .
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yλ
z
vλ
uλ
α
γ
β
x
y
Figure 1. Diagram for the proof of Lemma 3.3. A two-
dimensional ross setion of the one is shown.
Lemma 3.3. Let x and y be points of an open one T and let z be in the Eulidean
boundary of T . Dene yλ := (1 − λ)z + λy for all λ ∈ (0, 1). Then
FunkT (x, yλ)− Funkτ(T,z)(x, yλ)→ 0 as λց 0. (6)
Moreover, yλ onverges to fτ(T,z),y|T in the FunkT sense as λց 0. Finally,
cl{g|T | g ∈ Kτ(T,z)} ⊂ clKT ∩ AT (z).
Proof. For λ small enough, yλ is not greater than x in either the ordering assoiated
to the one T or that assoiated to τ(T, z). Therefore, for λ small enough,
FunkT (x, yλ) = log
|xuλ|
|yλuλ|
and Funkτ(T,z)(x, yλ) = log
|xvλ|
|yλvλ|
,
where uλ is the intersetion with the boundary of T of the half-ray starting at x
and passing through yλ, and vλ is the intersetion of the same half-ray with the
boundary of τ(T, z). Dene the angles
α := ∠uλzvλ, β := ∠yλzuλ, and γ := ∠vλyλz.
as in Figure 1. Observe that α→ 0 and γ → ∠yzx as λ→ 0, whereas α+β remains
onstant. So, applying the sine rule twie, we see that
|yλuλ|
|yλvλ|
=
sinβ sin(π − α− β − γ)
sin(α+ β) sin(π − β − γ)
−→ 1 as λց 0.
From this and the fat that both |xuλ| and |xvλ| onverge to |xz|, the rst statement
of the lemma follows.
To prove the seond, we apply (6) twie, rst with x an arbitrary point in T and
then with x = b. We then use Lemma 3.1, whih is appliable sine z is in [0]τ(T,z).
The result is that fT,yλ(x) onverges to fτ(T,z),y(x) for all x ∈ T . This proves the
seond statement.
We have demonstrated that fτ(T,z),y|T is in clKT for all y ∈ T . But it is not
diult to show that, for any w ∈ τ(T, z), there exists y ∈ T suh that w =
(1 − λ)z + λy for some λ > 0. By Lemma 3.1, fτ(T,z),w = fτ(T,z),y. Therefore
the set {h|T | h ∈ Kτ(T,z)} is a subset of clKT . By the seond part of the present
lemma, this set is also a subset of AT (z). The third statement follows from this on
taking losures sine AT (z) is losed by Lemma 3.2. 
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In the next lemma, we will need the following notions. Given on some spae X a
funtion d : X×X → R satisfying the triangle inequality and a funtion g : X → R,
we say that a path (xl)l∈N is an almostoptimal path with respet to g if for some
ǫ > 0,
g(x0) ≥ −ǫ+ d(x0, x1) + · · ·+ d(xl−1, xl) + g(xl), for all l ≥ 1.
A minplus measure is a lower semiontinuous funtion from some set to R ∪
{+∞}. Let g : T → R be a funtion. The following map µg : clKT → R ∪ {+∞}
is a minplus measure:
µg(w) := inf lim inf
xn→w
(FunkT (b, xn) + g(xn)), for all w ∈ clKT ,
where the inmum is taken over all sequenes (xn)n∈N onverging to w in the Funk
sense.
Lemma 3.4. Let T be an open one. If h ∈ AT (x) with x ∈ ∂T \[0]T , then
h(y) = inf
w∈BT
(
w(y) + ν(w)
)
, for all y ∈ T , (7)
for some min-plus measure ν on BT taking the value +∞ outside cl{g|T | g ∈
Kτ(T,x)}.
Proof. Let y ∈ T and onsider the straight line segment from y to x. By Lemma 3.1,
the FunkT distane from y to a point inreases in an unbounded fashion as the
point moves along this line segment from y to x. So we may parameterise this
line segment in suh a way as to get a map γ : R+ → T suh that γ(0) := y and
FunkT (y, γ(t)) = t for all t ∈ R+. By Lemma 3.3, γ(t) onverges to fR,y|T in the
FunkT sense as t→∞, where R := τ(T, x).
Let (xn)n∈N be a sequene in T onverging to h in the FunkT sense and to x in
the usual sense. So hn := FunkT (·, xn)−FunkT (b, xn) onverges pointwise on T to
h as n→∞.
By dropping initial terms if neessary, we may assume that xn is not greater
than or equal to y in the ordering on T for any n ∈ N. So, for eah n ∈ N,
FunkT (y, ·) is positive and inreasing along the straight line segment between y
and xn. Let γn be this line segment parameterised in suh a way that γn(0) := y
and FunkT (y, γn(t)) := t for all 0 ≤ t ≤ FunkT (y, xn).
Fix t > 0. Then, γn(t) onverges in the usual sense to γ(t) as n → ∞. By
Lemma 2.2, this implies that eah of FunkT (γ(t), γn(t)) and FunkT (γn(t), γ(t))
onverge to zero. Sine FunkT satises the triangle inequality,
−FunkT (γ(t), γn(t)) ≤ hn(γn(t)) − hn(γ(t)) ≤ FunkT (γn(t), γ(t)).
Using in addition the pointwise onvergene of hn, we onlude that hn(γn(t))
onverges to h(γ(t)) as n tends to innity.
But hn(y)− hn(γn(t)) = t for all n ∈ N, and so h(y)− h(γ(t)) = t.
Sine this is true for all t ∈ R+, γ is an almostoptimal path with parameter 0
with respet to the funtion h. So by Lemma 3.4 of [22℄,
h(y) ≥ fR,y|T (y) + µh(fR,y|T ).
LetB := BT∩cl{g|T | g ∈ KR}. From Lemma 3.6 of [1℄, we know that h ≤ w+µh(w)
for all w ∈ clKT . So, sine fR,y|T is in B, whih is a subset of clKT by Lemma 3.3,
we have
h(y) = inf
w∈B
(
w(y) + µh(w)
)
.
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But y is an arbitrary point of T , and so (7) holds with ν : BT → R∪{+∞} dened
by
ν(w) :=
{
µh(w), if w ∈ B
+∞, otherwise.
Sine B is losed in BT and µh is lower semiontinuous, ν is lower semiontinuous.

Denition 3.5. Let T ⊂ V be an open one, x be in ∂T , and h be a funtion from
T to R satisfying
h((1 − λ)x+ λy) = logλ+ h(y) (8)
whenever y and (1− λ)x+ λy are in T and λ > 0. We dene the extension of h to
τ(T, x) by
h|τ(T,x)(y) := − logλy + h((1 − λy)x+ λyy), for all y ∈ τ(T, x),
where λy > 0 is hosen so that (1− λy)x+ λyy is in T .
Observe that the homogeneity ondition (8) implies that the denition of h|τ(T,x)(y)
does not depend on the hoie of λy. By Lemma 3.1, for any open one T and point
p ∈ T , the funtion fT,p satises (8) if x ∈ [0]T .
Lemma 3.6. Let T1 and T2 be open ones in V suh that T1 ⊂ T2. Then
FunkT1(x, y) ≥ FunkT2(x, y) for all x, y ∈ T1.
Proof. If λy − x is in T1 for some λ > 0, then it is also in T2. Thus
{λ > 0 | λy − x ∈ T1} ⊂ {λ > 0 | λy − x ∈ T2}.
The result follows immediately. 
For the proof of the next lemma, we will need a tool from [1℄. Let X be some
set and d(·, ·) be a funtion on X ×X satisfying the triangle inequality. We say a
funtion f from X to R is 1Lipshitz if f(x)− f(y) ≤ d(x, y) for all x and y in X .
This generalises the usual denition for metri spaes. A funtion is said to be an
extremal generator of the set of 1Lipshitz funtions if it is 1Lipshitz and an
not be written as the minimum of two 1Lipshitz funtions eah dierent from it.
It was shown in Theorem 6.2 of [1℄ that a funtion is an extremal generator of the
set of 1Lipshitz funtions if and only if it is a Busemann point or of the form
d(·, x)− d(b, x) for some x ∈ X .
Lemma 3.7. Let T ⊂ V be an open one and let h ∈ BT ∩ AT (x) with x ∈
∂T \[0]T . Then h satises ondition (8) and so h|
τ(T,x)
, its extension to τ(T, x), is
well dened. Moreover, h|τ(T,x) ∈ Kτ(T,x) ∪ Bτ(T,x).
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, h an be expressed as a minplus ombination of the elements
of cl{g|T | g ∈ Kτ(T,x)}, that is, an be expressed in the form (7). Sine eah element
of Kτ(T,x) satises the homogeneity ondition (8), h also satises it. Therefore the
extension h|τ(T,x) is well dened.
Note that the extension of an inmum of funtions satisfying (8) is equal to the
inmum of the extensions. It follows therefore from Lemma 3.4 that h|τ(T,x) an
be written as a minplus ombination of elements of clKτ(T,x). Sine this set is the
horofuntion ompatiation of Funkτ(T,x), all its elements are 1-Lipshitz with
respet to Funkτ(T,x). It follows that h|
τ(T,x)
is also 1-Lipshitz on τ(T, x) with
respet to Funkτ(T,x).
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Now suppose that h|τ(T,x) = min(h1, h2), where h1 and h2 are funtions from
τ(T, x) to R that are 1-Lipshitz in the Funk geometry on τ(T, x). We dedue that
h1|T and h2|T are 1-Lipshitz in the Funk geometry on T sine, by Lemma 3.6,
FunkT is greater than Funkτ(T,x) on T .
So, sine h is an extremal generator of the set of 1Lipshitz funtions of the
Funk geometry on T , it must be equal to either h1|T or h2|T . The homogeneity
of h|τ(T,x) and of h1 and h2 then imply that h|
τ(T,x)
equals either h1 or h2. We
have thus proved that h|τ(T,x) is an extremal generator of the set of 1Lipshitz
funtions of the Funk geometry on τ(T, x). The onlusion follows. 
Lemma 3.8. Let C ⊂ V be an open one. Every funtion in KC ∪ BC an be
written fT,p|C for some T ∈ T (C) and p ∈ T .
Proof. Let h ∈ KC ∪ BC . If h is in KC , then h = fC,p for some p in C. Otherwise,
h ∈ BC and sine
⋃
x∈∂C\[0]C
AC(x) ⊃ BC , we have that h is in AC(x) for some x
in ∂C\[0]C . By Lemma 3.7, h|
τ(C,x)
is therefore in Kτ(C,x) ∪Bτ(C,x). Using similar
reasoning, we dedue that h|τ(C,x) is either in Kτ(C,x) or in Bτ(C,x) ∩ Aτ(C,x)(y)
for some y in ∂τ(C, x)\[0]τ(C,x). Proeeding indutively, we eventually reah some
one T ∈ T (C) suh that h|T is in KT . The onlusion follows. 
Lemma 3.9. Let T ⊂ V be an open one and let x ∈ ∂T \[0]T . Let h ∈ Kτ(T,x) ∪
Bτ(T,x). Then there exists a sequene of points in T that is an almost-geodesi with
respet to both the Funk and the reverse Funk metris on T and onverges to h|T
in the Funk sense and to rT,x in the reverse Funk sense.
Proof. We write R := τ(T, x) for onveniene. Let (xn)n∈N be an almost-geodesi
in R with respet to the Funk metri on R that onverges to h in the FunkR sense.
So (xn)n∈N satises, for some ǫ > 0,
N∑
n=0
FunkR(xn, xn+1) ≤ FunkR(x0, xN+1) + ǫ, for all N ∈ N. (9)
Let S be a ountable dense subset of T , and let (zn)n∈N be a sequene in S that
visits every point of S innitely often. Let yn := (1− λn)x+ λnxn, where (λn)n∈N
is a sequene of positive real numbers whih we have yet to speify. We wish to
hoose (λn)n∈N so that, for all n ∈ N, the following hold:
yn ∈ T (10)
|yn − x| <
1
n
(11)
FunkT (zn, yn)− FunkR(zn, yn) <
1
n
(12)
FunkT (b, yn)− FunkR(b, yn) <
1
n
(13)
FunkT (yn, yn+1)− FunkR(yn, yn+1) <
1
2n
(14)
RFunkT (yn, yn+1) + rT,x(yn+1)− rT,x(yn) <
1
2n
. (15)
Inlusion (10) and inequality (11) hold when λn is small enough, and, by Lemma 3.3,
the same is true for (12) and (13). On the other hand, inequalities (14) and (15)
involve both yn and yn+1, whih means that the hoie of λn+1 must be made after
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that of λn. So one must hoose λ0, λ1, . . . in that order. That (14) and (15) may
be satised one yn has been xed follows from, respetively, Lemma 3.3 and a
ombination of Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4.
By Lemma 3.1,
FunkR(yn, yn+1) = log
λn
λn+1
+ FunkR(xn, xn+1), for all n ∈ N, and (16)
FunkR(y0, yN+1) = log
λ0
λN+1
+ FunkR(x0, xN+1), for all N ∈ N. (17)
Also, Lemma 3.6 gives that
FunkT (y0, yN+1) ≥ FunkR(y0, yN+1), for all N ∈ N. (18)
To show that (yn)n∈N is an almost-geodesi with respet to the Funk metri
on T , we vary n in (14) and (16) between 0 and N , and ombine the resulting
inequalities and equalities with (9), (17), and (18). We get that, for all N ∈ N,
N∑
n=0
FunkT (yn, yn+1)− FunkT (y0, yN+1) < ǫ+
N∑
n=0
1
2n
< ǫ+ 2.
So (yn)n∈N is an almost-geodesi in the Funk metri on T and must therefore
onverge in the FunkT sense.
Let u ∈ S. By Lemma 3.1,
FunkR(u, yn)− FunkR(b, yn) = FunkR(u, xn)− FunkR(b, xn),
whih by assumption onverges to h(u) as n tends to innity. But we an nd n ∈ N
arbitrarily large suh that zn = u. From inequalities (12) and (13) and Lemma 3.6,
|FunkT (u, yn)− FunkT (b, yn)− FunkR(u, yn) + FunkR(b, yn)| <
1
n
,
and, from the arbitrariness of n, we onlude that FunkT (u, yn) − FunkT (b, yn)
onverges to h(u) as n tends to∞. Sine this holds for all u in a dense subset of T ,
we see that the almost-geodesi (yn)n∈N onverges to h with respet to the Funk
metri on T .
We now wish to show that (yn)n∈N is an almost-geodesi with respet to the
reverse Funk metri on T . We ombine the inequalities obtained from (15) by
varying n from 0 to N to get
N∑
n=0
RFunkT (yn, yn+1) + rT,x(yN+1)− rT,x(y0) <
N∑
n=0
1
2n
< 2.
So (yn)n∈N is an almostoptimal path in the reverse Funk geometry with respet to
the 1Lipshitz funtion rT,x. It is therefore an almost-geodesi in the reverse Funk
geometry by Lemma 7.1 of [1℄. By inequality (11), (yn)n∈N onverges in the usual
sense to x, and so by Lemma 2.4 it onverges to rT,x in the reverse Funk sense. 
Lemma 3.10. Let C ⊂ V be an open one. For eah T ∈ T (C) and p ∈ T , the
funtion fT,p|C is in KC ∪ BC .
Proof. Sine T ∈ T (C), there exists a sequene of ones (Tk)1≤k≤N suh that
Tk ∈ Γ({Tk−1}) for all 1 < k ≤ N , and T1 = C and TN = T . Observe also that
fT,p ∈ KT . It follows from Lemma 3.9 that if S and R are open ones suh that
R ∈ Γ({S}) and h is a funtion in KR ∪ BR, then h|S is in KS ∪ BS . We apply
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this repeatedly to the situation above to dedue that fT,p|Tn is in KTn ∪BTn for all
1 ≤ n ≤ N . Taking n = 1 gives the result. 
Proposition 3.11. Let C be an open one in V . Then
KC ∪ BC =
{
fT,p|C | T ∈ T (C) and p ∈ T
}
and the set of Busemann points of the Funk geometry on C is preisely
BC =
{
fT,p|C | T ∈ T (C)\{C} and p ∈ T
}
.
Proof. The rst statement follows from Lemmas 3.10 and 3.8, and the seond follows
immediately from this. 
Having determined the set of Busemann points of the Funk geometry, we now
investigate the question of when all horofuntions are Busemann points. Our teh-
nique will be to reuse the key lemma in [23℄ used to answer the question for normed
spaes.
Let T ⊂ V be an open one ontaining the basepoint b. For eah x ∈ T and
y ∈ V , dene
jT,x(y) :=
MT (y/x)
MT (b/x)
.
It follows immediately from Lemma 2.1 that jT,x is onvex. Note that jT,x(y) =
exp(fT,x(y)) for all x and y in T .
We will need some notions from onvex analysis. For a referene on this subjet,
the reader may onsult [5℄. We use the PainlevéKuratowski topology on the set
of losed sets of V . In this topology, a sequene of losed sets (Cn)n∈N is said to
onverge to a losed set C if the upper and lower losed limits of the sequene both
equal C. These limits are dened to be, respetively,
LsCn :=
⋂
n≥0
cl
( ⋃
i>n
Ci
)
and
LiCn :=
⋂(
cl
⋃
i≥0
Cni | (ni)i∈N is an inreasing sequene in N
)
.
An alternative haraterisation of onvergene is that (Cn)n∈N onverges to C if
and only if eah of the following hold:
• for eah x ∈ C, there exists xn ∈ Cn for n large enough, suh that (xn)n
onverges to x.
• if (Cnk)k∈N is a subsequene of the sequene of sets and xk ∈ Cnk for eah
k ∈ N, then onvergene of (xk)k∈N to x implies that x ∈ C.
The PainlevéKuratowski topology an be used to dene a topology on the spae
of lower-semiontinuous funtions as follows. Reall that the epigraph of a funtion
f on Rn is the set {(x, α) ∈ Rn×R | α ≥ f(x)}. A sequene of lower-semiontinuous
funtions is delared to be onvergent in the epigraph topology if the assoiated
epigraphs onverge in the PainlevéKuratowski topology on Rn × R. For proper
metri spaes, the epigraph topology is idential to the AttouhWets topology.
We use IE to denote the indiator funtion, whih takes value 0 on E and +∞
everywhere else. The LegendreFenhel transform of a funtion f : V → R ∪ {∞}
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is the funtion f∗ : V ∗ → R ∪ {+∞} dened by
f∗(y) := sup
x∈V
(
〈y|x〉 − f(x)
)
, for all y ∈ V ∗.
The LegendreFenhel transform is a bijetion from the set of proper lower-semiontinuous
onvex funtions to itself and is ontinuous in the epigraph topology.
Reall that the tangent one of a one T at a point x ∈ ∂T is dened to be
cl{λ(y − x) | λ > 0 and y ∈ T}. The following lemma relates this onept to the
onept of open tangent one dened earlier. We use the notation A◦ to denote
the polar of a set A.
Lemma 3.12. Let T and C be open ones in V . Then T is the open tangent one
to C at some point x if and only if clT is the tangent one to clC at x.
Proof. We rst show that
cl
⋃
λ>0
λ(clC − x) = cl
⋃
λ>0
λ(C − x). (19)
That the right hand side is ontained in the left follows from C ⊂ clC. The opposite
inlusion follows from the priniple that the union of losures is ontained in the
losure of the union.
It is immediately lear from (19) that if T is the open tangent one to C at x,
then clT is the tangent one to clC at x. The onverse follows from (19) and the
fat that both T and
⋃
λ>0 λ(C − x) are open onvex sets and hene regular open,
that is, eah is equal to the interior of its losure. 
Reall that an exposed fae of a onvex set is the intersetion of the set with a
supporting hyperplane.
Lemma 3.13. Let C be a losed one in V . A losed one T is a tangent one to
C at some point in ∂C if and only if the dual one T ∗ is an exposed fae of C∗.
Proof. Let T be the tangent one to C at x ∈ ∂C, that is T = cl
⋃
λ>0 λ(C − x).
We have
T ∗ =
⋂
λ>0
1
λ
(C − x)◦
=
⋂
λ>0
1
λ
(conv(C ∪ {−x}))◦
=
⋂
λ>0
1
λ
(C∗ ∩ {z ∈ V ∗ | 〈z|x〉 ≤ 1})
= C∗ ∩ {z ∈ V ∗ | 〈z|x〉 ≤ 1/λ for all λ > 0}
= C∗ ∩ {z ∈ V ∗ | 〈z|x〉 ≤ 0}.
Reall that x ∈ ∂C if and only if 〈z|x〉 ≥ 0 for all z ∈ C∗ and 〈z|x〉 = 0 for some
z ∈ C∗. So T ∗ is the intersetion of C∗ with a supporting hyperplane and hene is
an exposed fae of C∗.
The onverse an be proved by reversing the argument. 
Lemma 3.14. Let C be an open one in V . Then T ∈ T (C) if and only if T ∗ is
an extreme set of C∗.
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Proof. Aording to Lemma 3.2 of [23℄, T ∗ is an extreme set of C∗ if and only if
there exists a nite sequene of onvex sets F0, . . . , Fn in V
∗
suh that F0 = C
∗
,
Fn = T
∗
, and Fi+1 is an exposed fae of Fi for eah i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}. The
onlusion follows on ombining this with Lemmas 3.13 and 3.12. 
Lemma 3.15. Let T ⊂ V be an open one. For all x ∈ T , we have that j∗T,x is the
indiator funtion of the set
ZT,x := T
∗ ∩ {z ∈ V ∗ | MT (b/x)〈z|x〉 ≤ 1}. (20)
Proof. Using the denition of ZT,x, we alulate the LegendreFenhel transform
of IZT,x :
I∗ZT,x(y) = sup{〈w|y〉 | w ∈ T
∗
and MT (b/x)〈w|x〉 ≤ 1}
=
1
MT (b/x)
sup
{ 〈w|y〉
〈w|x〉
| w ∈ T ∗
}
.
But, by Lemma 2.1, this last expression is equal to jT,x(y). The onlusion follows
on taking the LegendreFenhel transform. 
Lemma 3.16. Let C be an open one in V . Then the set of funtions {jC,x |
T ∈ T (C) and x ∈ T} is equiLipshitzian.
Proof. Let T ∈ T (C). Then T ⊃ C, and so T ∗ ⊂ C∗. By Lemma 2.1,
MC(b/x)〈z|x〉 ≥ 〈z|b〉, for all z ∈ C
∗
.
We onlude that ZC,x is a subset of {z ∈ C
∗ | 〈z|b〉 ≤ 1}. Sine we are assuming
the base point b is in the interior of C, this set is ompat. So, by Lemma 3.15, all
the j∗T,x; T ∈ T (C), x ∈ T take the value +∞ outside the same bounded set. It
follows that their LegendreFenhel transforms are equiLipshitzian. 
Lemma 3.17. Let C ⊂ V be an open one. Let (Tn)n∈N be a sequene of ones
in T (C) and let (xn)n∈N be a sequene of points suh that xn ∈ Tn for all n ∈ N.
Then, (fTn,xn |C)n∈N onverges pointwise if and only if (jTn,xn)n∈N onverges in the
epigraph topology. Moreover, the limit of the former sequene is fT,x|C , for some
T ∈ T (C) and x ∈ T , if and only if the limit of the latter is jT,x.
Proof. Sine, by Lemma 3.16, the jTn,xn ; n ∈ N are equiLipshitzian, onver-
gene of (jTn,xn)n∈N in the epigraph topology implies its onvergene pointwise [5,
Prop. 7.1.3℄, and therefore also the pointwise onvergene of (fTn,xn |C)n∈N. More-
over, if (jTn,xn)n∈N onverges to jT,x with T ∈ T (C) and x ∈ T , then the limit of
(fTn,xn |C)n∈N will be fT,x|C .
Now suppose that fTn,xn |C onverges pointwise. Then, jTn,xn onverges point-
wise on C. It follows from this and the fat that the jTn,xn are equiLipshitzian
that (gTn,xn)n∈N onverges in the epigraph topology, where
gT,x : V → R, y 7→
{
jT,x(y), if y ∈ clC,
+∞, otherwise,
for all T ∈ T (C) and x ∈ T . So g∗Tn,xn also onverges in the same topology.
Sine gT,x = max{jT,x, IclC} for any one T ∈ T (C) and x ∈ T , we have
g∗T,x = conv{j
∗
T,x, I
∗
clC}, where conv denotes the onvex hull of a set of funtions.
By Lemma 3.15, the LegendreFenhel transform of jT,x is IZT,x . Also, sine C is
a one, the transform of IclC is I−C∗ . The onvex hull of these two funtions is the
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indiator funtion of the onvex hull of ZT,x and −C
∗
. Sine −C∗ is a one, the
onvex hull of these two sets is equal to
ZT,x − C
∗ := {y − w ∈ V ∗ | y ∈ ZT,x and w ∈ C
∗} .
Let z be in both C∗ and ZT,x − C
∗
. So z = y − w for some y ∈ ZT,x and
w ∈ C∗. Therefore y/2 is in T ∗ and is a onvex ombination of z and w. Sine, by
Lemma 3.14, T ∗ is an extreme set of C∗, we onlude that eah of z and w are in
T ∗. So 〈w|x〉 ≥ 0 and hene
〈z|x〉 = 〈y|x〉 − 〈w|x〉 ≤ 〈y|x〉 ≤
1
MT (b/x)
.
We dedue that z is in ZT,x. We have proved that
C∗ ∩ (ZT,x − C
∗) ⊂ C∗ ∩ ZT,x.
But the reverse inlusion is trivial sine 0 ∈ C∗, and so we have the equality of
these two sets.
It follows that g∗T,x agrees with j
∗
T,x on C
∗
.
Sine IZT,x takes the value +∞ outside T
∗
, whih is a subset of C∗, we onlude
that j∗T,x = max(g
∗
T,x, IC∗).
It follows from this and the onvergene of g∗Tn,xn in the epigraph topology that
j∗Tn,xn , and hene jTn,xn , onverges in the same topology.
Running through the same argument assuming that fTn,xn |C onverges to fT,x|C
for some T ∈ T (C) and x ∈ T , we get that jTn,xn onverges to jT,x. 
Dene
Λ : Rn × (0, 1]→ Rn × R+, (x, y) 7→
(x
y
,
1
y
− 1
)
.
Lemma 3.18. The map Λ is a homeomorphism. Furthermore, eah of Λ and Λ−1
map line segments to line segments.
Proof. The inverse of Λ is
Λ−1 : Rn × R+ → R
n × (0, 1], (x, y) 7→
( x
1 + y
,
1
1 + y
)
.
So Λ is a bijetion and learly eah of Λ and Λ−1 is ontinuous.
The seond part of the lemma follows from the fat that Λ is a linearfrational
funtion [6℄. 
For any open one C ⊂ V , dene
ZC :=
{
ZT,x\{0} | T ∈ T (C) and x ∈ T
}
.
Lemma 3.19. Let C ⊂ V be an open one. Then, KC ∪ BC is losed in the
pointwise topology if and only if ZC is losed in the PainlevéKuratowski topology.
Proof. The map assigning to eah losed set of a metri spae its indiator fun-
tion is an embedding of the non-empty losed sets with the PainlevéKuratowski
topology into the proper lowersemiontinuous funtions with the epigraph topol-
ogy [5, Proposition 7.1.1℄. Combining this with the fat that the LegendreFenhel
transform is ontinuous in the epigraph topology, we see from Lemma 3.15 that
ZC is losed in the PainlevéKuratowski topology if and only if the set of funtions
JC := {jT,x | T ∈ T (C) and x ∈ T} is losed in the epigraph topology.
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Assume KC ∪ BC is losed and let (jTn,xn)n∈N be a sequene of funtions in
JC onvergent in the epigraph topology. Then fTn,xn |C onverges pointwise by
Lemma 3.17. Sine fTn,xn |C is in KC ∪ BC for all n ∈ N by Proposition 3.11, the
limit must be in KC ∪ BC . So, by Lemma 3.8, we an write the limit as fT,x|C
for some T ∈ T (C) and x ∈ T . Using Lemma 3.17 again, we see that (jTn,xn)n∈N
onverges to jT,x. Therefore JC is losed.
The onverse may be proved in a similar manner. 
Choose a oordinate system on V so that b = (0, . . . , 0, 1). Using these oordi-
nates, we may onsider the sets RN−1× (0, 1] and RN−1×R+ to be subsets of V
∗
,
where N is the dimension of V . The map Λ is a bijetion between these sets, and
maps {z ∈ C∗\{0} | 〈z|b〉 ≤ 1} to B◦ × R+, where B
◦
is the subset of RN−1 suh
that B◦ × {1} = {z ∈ C∗ | 〈z|b〉 = 1}. We an extend Λ in an obvious way to a
bijetion Λ˜ between subsets of RN−1 × (0, 1] and subsets of RN−1 × R+.
Let
∗A be the set of funtions from RN−1 to R∪{+∞} that are nite and ane
on an extreme set of B◦, take the value +∞ everywhere else, and have inmum
zero. Let A := {f∗ | f ∈ ∗A} be the set of LegendreFenhel transforms of these
funtions and let UC be the set of their epigraphs.
Lemma 3.20. Let C ⊂ V be an open one. Then, ZC is losed in the Painlevé
Kuratowski topology if and only if UC is.
Proof. Let T ∈ T (C) and x ∈ T . By Lemma 2.1, MT (b/x)〈z|x〉 ≥ 〈z|b〉 for all
z ∈ T ∗, and so ZT,x is a subset of {z ∈ C
∗ | 〈z|b〉 ≤ 1}. We see also that ZT,x is the
intersetion of the one T ∗ and a half-spae. So, by Lemma 3.18, Ω := Λ˜(ZT,x\{0})
is the intersetion of the vertial ylinder E × R and a half-spae, where E is the
subset of RN−1 suh that E × {1} = {z ∈ T ∗ | 〈z|b〉 = 1}. So we may think of Ω
as the epigraph of a funtion f that is ane on E and takes the value +∞ outside
this set. By Lemma 3.14, E is an extreme set of B◦. We have that
inf f = inf{t ∈ R+ | (p, t) ∈ Ω with p ∈ R
N−1}
= inf
{
1
〈z|b〉
− 1 | z ∈ ZT,x\{0}
}
=
1
sup{〈z|b〉 | z ∈ T ∗ and MT (b/x)〈z|x〉 ≤ 1}
− 1
=
(
sup
z∈T∗
〈z|b〉
MT (b/x)〈z|x〉
)−1
− 1.
The last line equals zero by Lemma 2.1.
Therefore f is in ∗A and so Ω is in UC . We onlude that Λ˜ maps sets in ZC to
sets in UC .
That Λ˜−1 maps sets in UC to sets in ZC may be established in a similar manner.
Observe that eah element of ZC is losed in R
n× (0, 1] and eah element of UC
is losed in Rn×R+. Sine Λ is a homeomorphism, Λ˜ is a homeomorphism between
the set of losed subsets of Rn×(0, 1] and those of Rn×R+, the PainlevéKuratowski
topology being used in both ases. Therefore ZC is losed in this topology if and
only if UC is. 
Proposition 3.21. Let C be an open one in V . A neessary and suient ondi-
tion for every horofuntion of the Funk geometry on C to be a Busemann point is
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that the set of extreme sets of the dual one C∗ be losed in the PainlevéKuratowski
topology.
Proof. First assume that every horofuntion in the Funk geometry is a Busemann
point, in other words that KC ∪ BC = clKC . Then KC ∪ BC is losed and so,
by Lemma 3.19, ZC is losed in the PainlevéKuratowski topology. We now use
Lemma 3.20 to dedue that UC is also losed in this topology. Sine the elements
of UC are the epigraphs of the elements of
∗A, we onlude that ∗A is losed in
the epigraph topology. It follows that A, the set of LegendreFenhel transforms
of these funtions is also losed in this topology. But in [23, Lemma 4.3℄, it was
shown that this is equivalent to the set of extreme sets of B◦ being losed in the
PainlevéKuratowski topology, and this is equivalent to the losure of the set of
extreme sets of C∗.
To establish the reverse impliation, we assume that the set of extreme sets of C∗
is losed and reverse the hain of argument. We onlude that KC ∪ BC is losed.
Sine KC ⊂ KC ∪ BC ⊂ clKC , it follows that KC ∪BC = clKC , whih implies that
every horofuntion is a Busemann point. 
4. Boundary of the Hilbert geometry
Determining the horofuntion boundary of the Hilbert geometry will involve
ombining what we know about the boundaries of the Funk and reverse Funk ge-
ometries.
Lemma 4.1. A sequene in an open one C is an almost-geodesi in the Hilbert
geometry if and only if it is an almost-geodesi in both the Funk and reverse Funk
geometries.
Proof. Let (xn)n∈N be a sequene in C. For all n ∈ N, dene
L(n) :=
n∑
i=1
HilC(xi−1, xi)−HilC(x0, xn)
F (n) :=
n∑
i=1
FunkC(xi−1, xi)− FunkC(x0, xn)
R(n) :=
n∑
i=1
RFunkC(xi−1, xi)− RFunkC(x0, xn).
Then, for all n ∈ N, we have that L(n) = F (n) + R(n) and that L(n), F (n), and
R(n) are all non-negative.
If (xn)n∈N is an almost-geodesi in the Hilbert geometry, then, for some ǫ > 0,
we have that L(n) < ǫ for all n ∈ N. It follows that R(n) and F (n) are also less
than ǫ for all n ∈ N, whih means that (xn)n∈N is an almost-geodesi in the Funk
and reverse Funk geometries.
On the other hand, if, for some ǫ1 > 0 and ǫ2 > 0, we have F (n) < ǫ1 and
R(n) < ǫ2 for all n ∈ N, then L(n) < ǫ1 + ǫ2 for all n ∈ N, proving that (xn)n∈N is
an almost-geodesi in the Hilbert geometry. 
Reall that AC(x) is the set of Funk-metri horofuntions that may be attained
as a limit in the Funk sense of a sequene onverging to x ∈ ∂C\[0]C in the usual
sense.
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Lemma 4.2. The set of horofuntions of the Hilbert geometry on an open one C
ontaining no lines is
{rC,x + f | x ∈ ∂C\{0} and f ∈ AC(x)}.
Proof. If f ∈ AC(x), then there exists a sequene (xn)n∈N in C onverging in the
usual sense to x and in the Funk sense to f . So
HilC(·, xn)−HilC(b, xn) = RFunkC(·, xn)−RFunkC(b, xn)+FunkC(·, xn)−FunkC(b, xn)
onverges to rC,x+ f by Lemma 2.4. This proves that rC,x+ f is a horofuntion of
the Hilbert geometry.
Now suppose that a sequene (xn)n∈N in C onverges in the Hilbert sense to a
horofuntion h. We may assume that (xn)n∈N is ontained in a ross setion D
of the one and, sine C ontains no lines, we may take clD to be ompat. So
some subsequene (xni)i∈N onverges in the usual sense to some point x in clD.
But x annot be in D sine h would then be equal to HilC(·, x) − HilC(b, x) and
we have assumed that h is a horofuntion. Therefore x is in the relative boundary
of D. So RFunkC(·, xni) − RFunkC(b, xni) onverges to rC,x by Lemma 2.4, and
therefore FunkC(·, xni) − FunkC(b, xni) onverges to a funtion f ∈ AC(x) suh
that h = rC,x + f . 
Reall that BC is the set of Busemann points of the Funk geometry on C. For
eah open one C and x ∈ ∂C\{0}, dene the set of funtions
B(x) := {rC,x + f | f ∈ BC ∩AC(x)}.
Lemma 4.3. Let C be an open one ontaining no lines. The set of Busemann
points of the Hilbert geometry on C is BHil :=
⋃
x∈∂C\{0}B(x). If h ∈ B(x) with
x ∈ ∂C\{0}, then there exists an almost-geodesi onverging to h in the Hilbert
sense that onverges to x in the usual sense.
Proof. Assume that h is a Busemann point. So there exists an almost-geodesi
(xn)n∈N onverging to h in the Hilbert sense. We may assume that this almost-
geodesi lies in a ross setion D of the one. By Lemma 4.1, the sequene (xn)n∈N
is also an almost-geodesi in both the Funk and reverse Funk geometries. So, by
Proposition 7.3 of [1℄, it onverges to a Busemann point in both geometries; denote
the respetive limits by f and r. We see from Proposition 2.5 that r = rC,x for
some x in the relative boundary of D, and that (xn)n∈N must onverge in the usual
sense to x. Therefore, f ∈ BC∩AC(x), and so h = rC,x+f is in B(x), and therefore
in BHil.
Conversely, assume that f ∈ BC ∩ AC(x). Then, by Lemma 3.7, f |
τ(C,x)
, its
extension to τ(C, x), is in Kτ(C,x) ∪ Bτ(C,x). Applying Lemma 3.9, we obtain an
almost-geodesi in the Funk geometry on C onverging in the Funk sense to f that
is also an almost-geodesi in the reverse Funk geometry, with respet to whih it
onverges to rC,x. We may assume that this almost-geodesi lies in a ross setionD
of the one. By Lemma 4.1, this path must also be an almost-geodesi in the Hilbert
geometry on C, onverging to rC,x+f . Therefore, this funtion is a Busemann point
of the Hilbert geometry. This onludes the proof of the rst statement.
To prove the seond, it sues to observe that the onvergene of the almost
geodesi in the reverse Funk sense to rC,x that we have just established implies by
Proposition 2.5 its onvergene to a positive multiple of x. By resaling, we an
make the almostgeodesi onverge to x itself. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let x ∈ ∂C\{0}. Lemmas 3.7 and 3.9 and Proposition 2.5
together imply that
BC ∩ AC(x) =
{
g|C | g ∈ Kτ(C,x) ∪ Bτ(C,x)
}
.
But, by Proposition 3.11,
Kτ(C,x) ∪ Bτ(C,x) =
{
fT,p|τ(C,x) | T ∈ T (τ(C, x)) and p ∈ T
}
.
The onlusion now follows from Lemma 4.3. 
Lemma 4.4. Let C be an open one ontaining no lines. If x and y are on distint
rays of ∂C, then B(x) and B(y) are disjoint.
Proof. Assume that h is in both B(x) and B(y), with x and y lying on distint
rays of ∂C. By Lemma 4.3, there exist almost-geodesis (xn)n∈N and (yn)n∈N eah
onverging to h in the Hilbert sense that onverge respetively to x and y in the
usual sense. We may assume that x and y and both almostgeodesis lie in some
ross setion D of the one C.
We dene another sequene of points indutively in the following way. Choose
an initial point z0 ∈ C arbitrarily. For n odd, hoose zn := xm for some m ≥ n
large enough that
HilC(zn−1, zn) + h(zn) ≤ h(zn−1) +
1
2n
. (21)
This will be possible sine, by Lemma 3.3 of [22℄,
lim
m→∞
(
HilC(zn−1, xm) + h(xm)
)
= h(zn−1).
Similarly, for n even, we hoose zn := ym for m ≥ n large enough that (21) holds.
We vary n in (21) from 1 to any N ≥ 1 and ombine the resulting inequalities.
We obtain that, for all N ≥ 1,
−h(z0) +
N∑
n=1
HilC(zn−1, zn) + h(zN) ≤
N∑
n=1
1
2n
< 1.
In other words, (zn)n∈N is an almost-optimal path with respet to h with param-
eter 1 in the Hilbert geometry. Therefore, by Lemma 7.1 of [1℄, it is an almost-
geodesi in this geometry. By Lemma 4.1, it must also be an almost-geodesi in the
reverse Funk geometry, and so, by Proposition 2.5, it must onverge in the usual
sense to some point in the relative boundary of D. However, it ontains innitely
many terms of eah of the sequenes (xn)n∈N and (yn)n∈N, and therefore both x
and y are limit points of (zn)n∈N in the usual topology. It follows that x = y. 
Lemma 4.5. Let C ⊂ V be an open one ontaining no lines. Every Hilbert
geometry horofuntion h an be written in a unique way as h = rC,x + q, with
x ∈ ∂C\{0} and q ∈ AC(x).
Proof. That h an be written in the above form was proved in Lemma 4.2.
Suppose that
h = rC,x + qx = rC,y + qy
with qx ∈ AC(x) and qy ∈ AC(y). By Lemma 3.4, we may nd a min-plus measure
µ on BC suh that
h = inf
w∈BC
(
rC,x + w + µ(w)
)
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and µ takes the value +∞ outside cl{g|C | g ∈ Kτ(C,x)}. By Lemma 3.3, cl{g|C |
g ∈ Kτ(C,x)} ⊂ AC(x). Lemma 4.3 says that rC,x + w is a Busemann point of the
Hilbert geometry for all w ∈ BC ∩ AC(x). We dedue that
h = inf
z∈BHil
(
z + µ¯(z)
)
,
where µ¯ : BHil → R ∪ {+∞} is dened by
µ¯(z) :=
{
µ(z − rC,x), if z ∈ B(x),
+∞, otherwise.
Observe that µ¯ is lower semiontinuous sine µ is lower semiontinuous on BC and
B(x) is losed in BHil. Therefore µ¯ is a min-plus measure on BHil.
Using similar reasoning, we may nd a min-plus measure ν¯ on BHil taking the
value +∞ outside B(y) suh that h = infz∈BHil(z + ν¯(z)).
By Theorem 1.1 of [22℄, there exists a min-plus measure ρ on BHil satisfying
h = infz∈BHil(z + ρ(z)) that is greater than or equal to eah of µ¯ and ν¯. Sine
h is not identially +∞, neither is ρ, and therefore B(x) and B(y) must have an
element in ommon. So, by Lemma 4.4, x is a positive multiple of y. Therefore,
rC,x = rC,y , and hene qx = qy. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let C be an open one in RN+1 of whihD is a ross setion.
Sine D is bounded, C ontains no lines.
Comparing Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, we see that if all horofuntions of the Funk
geometry on C are Busemann points then so also are all horofuntions of the Hilbert
geometry on C.
Now assume that all Hilbert horofuntions are Busemann points and let f be a
Funk geometry horofuntion. So f ∈ AC(x) for some x ∈ ∂C\{0}. By Lemma 4.2,
rC,x+ f is a Hilbert geometry horofuntion, and so, by Lemma 4.3, an be written
as rC,y + g for some y ∈ ∂C\{0} and g ∈ BC ∩ AC(y). But from Lemma 4.5, we
must have that y is a multiple of x and that f = g. Therefore, f is a Busemann
point of the Funk geometry.
We have shown that all Hilbert horofuntions are Busemann points if and only
if all Funk horofuntions are. Applying Proposition 3.21, we see that this in turn is
equivalent to the losure of the set of extreme sets of C∗ in the PainlevéKuratowski
topology. But the polar of D may be identied with a ross setion of C∗ and so
its set of extreme sets is losed in the PainlevéKuratowski topology if and only if
the set of extreme sets of C∗ is. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let (xn)n∈N be a sequene inD that onverges in the Hilbert
sense to a point h in the horofuntion boundary of the Hilbert geometry. Let y
and z in ∂D be limit points of (xn)n∈N in the usual topology, and let (yn)n∈N
and (zn)n∈N be subsequenes of (xn)n∈N onverging in the usual sense to y and z
respetively. By Lemma 2.4, (yn)n∈N onverges to rC,y and (zn)n∈N onverges to
rC,z in the reverse Funk sense, where C is some open one in R
N+1
of whih D is a
ross setion. It follows that yn onverges in the Funk sense to qy := h−rC,y, whih
must be in AC(y), and similarly zn onverges in the Funk sense to qz := h− rC,z,
whih must be in AC(z). So
h = rC,y + qy = rC,z + qz.
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We now apply Lemma 4.5 to onlude that
rC,y = rC,z and qy = qz .
The rst of these implies that y = z by Proposition 2.5. So the sequene (xn)n∈N
has only one limit point in clD. This implies that it has a limit sine clD is
ompat. 
5. Examples
In Figure 5, we see some examples of horofuntions in the reverse-Funk, Funk
and Hilbert geometries assoiated to a partiular 2-dimensional onvex domain.
Plotted are the level sets of the horofuntions (the horospheres). On the left is,
for eah geometry, the limiting horofuntion of a straight-line geodesi (dotted)
approahing the boundary at a at point. On the right are similar plots when the
geodesi approahes a non-dierentiable point of the boundary.
In onnetion with Theorem 1.2, we give some examples of domains where the
set of extreme sets is losed and some where it is not.
Example 5.1. In dimension two, the set of extreme sets of any onvex set is always
losed. Therefore, horofuntions of a Hilbert geometry are always Busemann points.
Example 5.2. In dimension three, dene the set
D :=
{
(x, y, z) ∈ R3 | |x|+ |z| ≤ 1 and x2 + y2 ≤ 1
}
.
The polar of D is the onvex hull of the square with orners (±1, 0,±1) and the
irle {(x, y, z) | x2 + y2 = 1, z = 0}.
For all n ∈ N, let pn := (cos(1/n), sin(1/n), 0). Observe that the sequene of
extreme sets ({pn})n∈N of D
◦
onverges to the set {(1, 0, 0)} as n→∞. However,
this set is not extreme.
So from Theorem 1.2 we would expet the existene of a horofuntion that is not
a Busemann point. One an show that the funtion f : D → R, (x, y, z) 7→ log(1−x)
is a non-Busemann horofuntion of the Funk geometry on D. Adding the reverse-
Funk horofuntion assoiated to the point (1, 0, 0), one obtains a non-Busemann
horofuntion of the Hilbert geometry.
Example 5.3. In dimension three, the set of extreme sets of a onvex set is losed
if and only if the set of extreme points is. So, for an example showing that losure
of the set of extreme points of the dual ball is not suient for all horofuntions to
be Busemann points, one must go to dimension four.
Let D be the polar of the losed onvex hull of the four irles
S±1 :=
{
(x, y,±1, 0) ∈ R4 | x2 + y2 = 1
}
S±2 :=
{
(±1, 0, w, z) ∈ R4 | w2 + z2 = 1
}
.
It was shown in [23℄ that the set of extreme points of D◦ is losed but the set of its
extreme sets is not. So one would expet here also non-Busemann horofuntions of
the Funk and Hilbert geometries.
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Figure 2. Horospheres in the reverse-Funk (top), Funk (middle)
and Hilbert (bottom) geometries, assoiated to two dierent
geodesis.
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